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Interaction between tensile strength failure and mixed
mode crack propagation in concrete

A. CARPINTERI
Department o] Structural Engineering, Politecnico di Torino, 10/29 Torino, ltaly

Crack size and structure size transitions are illustrated which connect the two limit-cases of
ultimate tensile strength [ailure (small cracks and small structures) and mixed-mode crack
propagation (large cracks and large structures). The problem of mixed-mode crack propagation
in concrete is then [aced. By increasing the size-scale of the element the infiuences of
heterogeneity and cohesive crack tip [orces disappear and crack branching is governed only by
the linear elastic stress-singularity in the crack tip region. Il is proved in this way that the [racture
toughness of the material is measured by a unique parameter (C/F, Cf C or KfcJ even far the
mixed-mode condition. The ratio of the sliding or Mode Ilfracture toughness (CI/F, CI/C or KI/c)
to the opening or Mode l [racture toughness depends only on the crack branching criterio n
adopted and not on the material [eatures. Eventually, very controversial experimental results
recently obtained on the shear fracture of concrete are explained on the basis of the above-
mentioned size-scale transition.

1. INTRODUCTION

Inherent material defects are often considered as the
principal cause of brittle fracture. On the other hand,
stress concentration effects in the vicinity of flaws and
defects have been well known for a long time. Already in
1898, Kirsch provided the solution to the problem of an
infinite slab in tension with a circular hole. The maximum
stress at the hole edge is three times higher than the
external stress (Fig. la).

In 1913 Inglis extended the stress concentration investi-
gation to the more generai case of an elliptical hole (Fig.
l b). The maximum stress at the hoIe edge is multiplied by
the factor [1 + (2a/b)] in this case. The strength of the
flawed slab depends only on the ratio of the semiaxes of
the contour ellipse. The stress concentration factor in-
creases on increasing the ellipse sharpness. When alb-e»,
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i.e. when the ellipse is very sharp, the stress concen-
tration factor tends to infinity. Such a model does not then
appear to be useful to describe the criticai condition for a
notch of length 2a and vanishing width 2b (Fig. le). A
very small externalload is sufficient, in fact, to exceed the
ultimate tensile strength {Tu at the notch tips. On the other
hand, from a practicai point of view, cracked bodies can
sustain even considerable loads.

Therefore in 1920 Griffith introduced energy consider-
ations (and not only stress considerations) to expIain the
phenomenon of fracture. He proved that the instability
condition for applied stress (Fig. 2) is

(E~c )ln (1)

where Cle = fracture energy.
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Fig. l Stress-concentration (a) at the edge of a circular hole , (b)
at the edge af an elliptical hole and (c) limit-case of an elliptical
holc with high eccentricity.
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Fig.2 Stress of crack propagation against crack half-length (slab
of infinite width). The curve represents
u = (EGlcl-rra)1/2 = KICI(7Ta)1/2.

After the work of Griffith, fracture mechanics
remained dormant and was reconsidered twenty years
later. In particular, on the occasion of very serious
accidents which occurred to Liberty ships during the
Second World War, the analysis of fracture phenomena
continued at a faster and faster rate. It was clear, in fact,
that material strength is not sufficient to guarantee the
safety of such important structures. Other material
properties, related to the formation of free surfaces
(cracks), are required. Such properties are called
'fracture toughness' and represent the energy dissipated
in a unit crack growth.

After a decade of attempts to generalize the Griffith
mode l a fundamental contribution was made in 1957 by
Irwin. ' He reconsidered a cracked slab subjected to
uniform stress (Fig. 3) and firstly analysed it from the
stress point of view. As was previously pointed out, the
stress in the crack tip vicinity tends to infinity. Irwin
defined the 'rate' at which such a stress tends to infinity for
the distance from the crack tip tending to zero. That is, he
defined the stress-singularity power and found that such a
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Fig. 3 Stress notation in the crack tip vicinity.

power is always -1/2, independently of the structure and
loading geometry. More precisely, Irwin proposed a
mathematical crack model referring the near stress field
to three fracture modes. They are the opening, sliding and
tearing mode and are often referred to respectively as
Mode I, II and III crack extension. The corresponding
stress fields are

(2)

where the vector {u} is the set of stress components ux,

uy' Txy, Txz> Tyz'

In the simple case considered also by Griffith, the Mode
I stress-intensity factor is given (Fig. 3) by

K[ = u(7Ta)l/2 (3)

Since the stress field in the crack tip vicinity is unequivo-
cally defined by the K, factor, it is consistent to assume the
instability to occur when K1 achieves its criticai value K1C:

k«
u~~

7Ta
(4)

Recalling that Equations 1 and 4 refer to the same case,
the relationship between criticai stress-intensity factor
and fracture energy is

(5)

From the preceding formulae it follows that the
physical dimensions of the stress-intensity factor are
rather unusual: [Kr] = [F][L]-3/2. Such dimensions are
the cause producing the size effects in fracture mechanics
as well as, indirectly, in material strength. Equivalently, it
is possible to assert that, while in the traditional solid
mechanics we refer to the energy dissipated in unit
volume (e.g. the equivalent Von Mises stress), in fracture
mechanics we refer to the energy dissipated in unit surface
(e.g. the fracture energy Cre). It is therefore evident that
the coexistence of the two collapse mechanisms (plasticity
and fracture) leads to peculiar size effects.

Only the simplest geometry has been considered up to
now to introduce the subject: an infinite cracked slab
subjected to uniform stress. In practice, however, the
structural elements present finite sizes and the stress-
intensity factor depends, as well as on externalloads and
crack length, even on structure sizes. For example, a slab
of finite width will be taken into consideration in Section 2
(Fig. 4). The related stress-intensity factor is provided by
the expression

(6)

where the shape functionfis given by

(7)
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Fig. 4 Stress of crack propagation against relative crack length
(slaboffinitewidth).s = Klcluu(2b)1/2.

Since the Griffith model applies only to self-similar
crack growth, it cannot be conveniently applied to
situations where the crack turns or curves under generai
loading conditions. For this reason, some mixed-rnode
crack propagation criteria have been proposed [1-4].

2. CRACK SIZE AND STRUCTURE SIZE
TRANSITIONS

According to Equations l and 4, the strength of a centre-
cracked slab decreases by increasing the length 2a ofthe
initial crack (Fig. 2). The strength tends to zero for a-HX!,

whereas it asymptotically tends to infinity for a-O. In
fact, the theoretical strength of several materials, com-
puted on the basis of the interatomic forces, is lO to 100
times higher than the experimental one. It is reasonable
to assume that this inconsistency could be attributed to
the presence of inherent defects.

The theoretical model presents a single crack (Fig. 3),
whereas real materials usually contain a great number of
flaws of different length and orientation. If the dominant
crack is not sufficiently long and inclined with respect to
the tensile direction, the stress of failure is achieved due
to a natural crack which is more dangerous than the
artificial one [5].

The characteristic size 2ao of the pre-existing micro-
cracks can be obtained from the tensile strength CTu of the
material, through Equations 1 or 4:

EG1C K~c
ao = --2- = --2

7rCTu 7rCT u

Sc- theary (v.0.3)
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Fig. 5 Intersection locus in the Mohr piane. Ufl = KII (rra) 1/2 ,

Tfl = Ku/(rra)l/2.

(8)

Therefore, when a> ao the failure is produced by the
propagation of the dominant crack. On the other hand,
when a < ao the failure can be considered as caused by an
inherent microcrack, while the crack af length 2a cannot
be considered as dominant any more (Fig. 2).

The Mohr circle in Fig. 5 represents ali the couples of
values of normal stress CTfl and shear stress Tfl obtained by
varying the crack orientation, when the tensile stress is
equal to the ultimate strength CTu• On the other hand, the
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Fig. 6 Lirnit-angle f30 against dimensionless crack length.
ao ~ (l/1T)(KICIuof.

mixed-mode crack propagation locus in Fig. 5 shrinks by
increasing the length of the dominant crack. When a---'>=,
the intersection locus tends to coincide with the fracture
mechanics locus and the allowable stresses tend to zero.
When a = ao, the intersection locus coincides with the
criticaI Mohr circle (Fig. 5) and the body becomes
macroscopically uncracked, i.e. the dominant crack in
this case presents the size or, generally, the failure
potentiality of the inherent microcracks. Then, for a < ao,
the crack cannot be considered as dominant and is totally
negligible independently of its orientation.

When ao < a < 00, the macrocrack propagation occurs
only for crack inclination angles f32=f3o(a), f30 being the
angle that the straight line connecting the origin with the
cuspidal point of the intersection locus forrns with the
positive Tf3 semi-axis. The limit-angle f30 is plotted against
the ratio ala., in Fig. 6. When a---'>oo, macrocracks can
propagate for any orientation (f30---'>0). When a = ao and
according to the strain energy density criterion, f30 = 90°
and the crack can propagate only when it is orthogonal to
the applied stress.

It is possible to conclude that a crack size transition
connects the two limit-cases of ultimate strength failure
(small cracks) and mixed-mode crack propagation (large
cracks). *

Only slabs of infinite size have been considered up to
now. If cracked bodies of finite size are taken into
consideration, it is possible to demonstrate that a size-
scale transition does exist analogous to the previous one.

"No interaction is assumed to exist among microcracks and
between microcracks and macrocrack. This means that tensile
strength failure and macrocrack propagation are considered as
independent and non-interacting. On the other hand, the
interaction and transition from a collapse mechanism to the
other can be described by a suitable non-linear fracture
mechanics model, as for example the cohesive crack model
[6,7] or the two-parameter crack model [8, 9].

Comparatively small bodies are Iikely to undergo
ultimate strength failure, whereas comparatively large
bodies collapse due to brittle crack propagation [10,11].

Due to the different physical dimensions of tensile
strength CTu and fracture toughness K1C, scale effects are
always present in the usual fracture tests. This means that,
for the usual size scale of laboratory specimens, ultimate-
strength collapse or plastic collapse at the Iigament tends
to anticipate real propagation of the initial crack [lO, Il].

Such a competition between collapses of a different
nature can be easily proved by considering Equations 6
and 7, which provide the stress-intensity factor for a
cracked slab of finite width (Fig. 4). Equation 6, in the
condition of incipient crack propagation, particularizes as
follows:

K1C = CTrnax (7Ta)1/2/ (~ ) (9)

If both sides of Equation 9 are divided by CTu(2b/12 we
obtain

= s = CTrnax (7Ta )1/2f (~)
CTu 2b b

(lO)

where s is a dimensionless number able to describe the
brittleness of the system and where both material
properties and specimen size appear. Rearrangement of
Equation lO gives

CTrnax = s (cOS(7Ta/2b) )1/2
CTu 7Ta/2b

(11)

On the other hand, it is possible to consider even the
non-dimensional load producing the ultimate strength at
the Iigament (b - a):

1-~
b

(12)
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pEquations 11 and 12 are plotted in Fig. 4 as functions of
the crack depth alb. While the former provides a family of
curves by varying the brittleness number s, the latter is
represented by a unique curve (thick line). It is easy to
realize that ultimate strength collapse at the ligament
precedes crack propagation for each initial crack depth
when the brittleness number s is higher than the criticai
value So = 0.54. For lower s numbers, ultimate-strength
collapse anticipates crack propagation only for initial
crack depths external to a certain interval. This means
that a real separation phenomenon occurs only with a
relatively low fracture toughness, high tensile strength
and/or large structure size. Not the single values of K,c, (Tu

and b, but only their function s (see Equation lO)
determines the nature of the collapse mechanism.

3. MIXED-MODE CRACK PROPAGATION IN
CONCRETE

The crack models and the fracture propagation criteria
described in the previous sections are directly applicable
only to ideai homogeneous and linear elastic materials.
They do not appear appropriate to simulate a hetero-
geneous and non-linear material like concrete. On the
other hand, by increasing the size-scale of a concrete
element the influence of heterogeneity disappears and the
body can be considered macroscopically homogeneous.
Moreover, by increasing the size-scale of a cracked
concrete element, the influence of the non-linear material
softening behaviour vanishes, the cohesive crack tip
forces disappear and the crack propagation is governed
only by the linear elastic stress-singularity in the crack tip
regio n [6,7,12].

The preceding observations allow us to consider the
crack size and structure size transitions even for concrete-
like materials. That is, we can assume linear elastic
fracture mechanics (LEFM) as a valid crack branching
criterio n for large cracks in concrete and, more generally,
for large concrete structures. For Mode I crack pro-
pagation, this has already been demonstrated [6,7, lO-
15]. For mixed-mode crack propagation this is a logical
consequence, since the Mode II stress-singularity power
is stili 1/2 as for Mode I [16]. On the other hand, for small
pre-cracked concrete elements, an ultimate tensile
strength collapse does precede the brittle crack branching
(or, equivalent1y, we can say that the propagation of a
natural crack does precede that of the dominant crack).

Usually, shear failures may be imputed to tensile stress
(Fig. 7a). Even the trajectory of a brittle crack always
follows the direction normal to the local principal tensile
stress (Fig. 7b), according to the maximum stress
criterion. Arrea and Ingraffea [17] proposed a mixed-
mode testing geometry for concrete similar to that in Fig.
7b. Ingraffea and Panthaki [18] argued about a transition
between two different failure modes by varying the
separation e of the central supports. When the distance is
large, crack branching is favoured and a crack trajectory
develops from the crack tip to the opposite force (Fig.
7b). On the other hand, when the distance is small the
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Fig. 7 Shear failure may always be imputed to tensile stress: (a)
classical shear fracture in a concrete slab, (b) mixed-mode crack
propagation, (c) tensile splitting in the centre of the slab.

ultimate tensile strength is exceeded at the centre of the
specimeo (Fig. 7c) and a nearly vertical crack nuc1eates
far from the crack tips and propagates upwards and
downwards as in the 'Brazilian splitting test'. In addition,
when the distance is small, the St. Venant Principle is not
valid between the centraI supports and the elementary
beam theory fails completeIy (Fig. 7c).

It is clear now that, for the Ingraffea's test, there are two
potentiai failure mechanisms in competition, by varying
the distance c (Fig. 7b and c) as well as by varying the
size-scale b of the specimen. Mixed-mode crack
branching is favoured by increasing the distance c or the
size-scale b (the ratio clb being constant). On the other
hand ultimate tensile failure at the centre is favoured by
decreasing the distance c or the size-scale b. This is the
reason why Ingraffea and Panthaki [18] cannot predict the
experimentai results obtained by Bazant and Pfeiffer [19]
with large specimens, using onIy the simpie Brazilian test
formula.

In Ingraffea's test, stress intensification is produced in
both the crack tip regions and the stress-intensity factors
far Mode I and Mode II can be expressed respectively
(Figs 7b and c) as

K,
P C a C)= tb1!2 h. b'b'b ( l3a)

Ku
p C a e)= tb1!2 fu b'b'b (I3b)
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where J,. and J,.I are the respective shape functions, which
can be deterrnined numericaIly, and t is the specimen
thickness.

When the distance c tends to zero, the Mode I stress
intensification vanishes and

(14)
clb~O

Most relevant fracture criteri a can be expressed in the
approximate form [20]

(15)

Fig. 8 Diametrically loaded disc ideally inscribed in the slab.
XI p = bld; d = (b2 + CZf2; CF = 2X/7rtd = 2Pb![7Tt(b2 + cf)].

--------~--~~~==~
size-scale transition

s=K!c/r:rub1f2

l' crack propagation. l' ultimate tensile strength

Fig. 9 Size-scale transition between LEFM and ultimate tensile
strength.

where q is a measure of the inftuence of Mode IIon crack
propagation (it depends on the criterion adopted).
Recalling Equations 13, Equation 15 becomes

Pmax _ K1C

tbl!2 - (J,.2 + q2 f~)I!2

If the geometric ratios Il b and al bare constant and cl b is
varying, Equation 16 can be transforrned as follows:

b (16)

(17)
lfu1b F(c/b)

where s is the brittleness number defined in Equation lO.
On the other hand, according to the scheme in Fig. 8,

we can ideally inscribe a diametrically loaded disc in the
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Fig. 10 Non-similarity in the mixed-mode fracture behaviour of
concrete: experimental results by Bazant and Pfeiffer [19]. (e)
Mortar, (O) concrete.
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beam specimen and obtain the centrai tensile stress cr by
the simple Brazilian Test formula

(18)

The maximum load due to the achievement of the tensile
strength in the centre of the specimen is given in dimen-
sionless form by

(19)

Equations 17 and 19 are in competition when varying
the value ofthe brittleness number s or the ratio cibo Ifthe
latter is fixed, there is a size-scale transition which is
described in Fig. 9. Far small s values, i.e. forlarge sizes,
LEFM crack branching precedes ultimate tensile strength
failure and Equation 19 overestimates the maximum load
[18]. Vice versa, for large s values, i.e. for small sizes,
ultimate tensile strength failure precedes LEFM crack
branching and Equation 17 overestimates the maximum
load, which can be given by Equation 19 with a very good
accuracy.

The experimental results of Bazant and Pfeiffer [19] are
reported in Fig. lO, where the maximum load divided by
the beam area is plotted against the inverse root s:", The
experimental points describe the transition between an
inc\ined straight line passing through the origin and a
horizontal asymptote. The former represents the LEFM
instability, whereas the latter the ultimate tensile strength
instability. lt is important to realize that, with a mixed-
mode crack configuration, larger (specimen and crack)
sizes are needed than with a Mode I crack configuration,
in order to utilize LEFM correctly. For example, mortar
specimens at least -60 cm deep are necessary to apply
mixed-rnode LEFM in Fig. lO, whereas specimens 15 cm
deep are usually sufficient for Mode l. This significant
result is al so implicitly present in Fig. 6.
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